D2 - FRP DOOR (TOILET)
SIZE - 900 X 2100

D3 - FRP DOOR (TOILET)
SIZE - 750 X 2100
FRP FRAME 90X45MM WITH 2MM THK LAMINATE

FRP DOOR 32MM THK SHUTTER WITH 3MM THK LAMINATE

FINISHED FLOOR LVL

ELEVATION OF SLIDING FRP DOOR

SECTION OF SLIDING FRP DOOR

PLAN OF SLIDING FRP DOOR  SD-1000 x 2100
TYPICAL FIXING DETAILS FOR FRP DOOR

PLASTERING

200MM THK LATERITE WALL

FRP DOOR 30MM THK

INSIDE

SHUTTER WITH 3MM THK LAMINATE

STAINLESS STEEL BUTT HINGES

OUTSIDE

10X10 GROOVE

FRP FRAME 90X45MM WITH 2MM THK LAMINATE

40x5mm THK FLAT IRON HOLD FAST

DETAIL AT -F

(SCALE 1:2.5)